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OPPONENTS OF REPEAL OF cu!t for a great power to find a
the embargo provision of the so- grievance against a little one. In
called neutrality law, and of oth- the old fable the wolf and the
er proposed changes, object to sheep were drinking from the
"changing t h e
same stream. The wolf angrily
rules while the
accused the sheep of muddying
game is on,"
the water which he was drinkcontending that
ing. "But, sir," said the sheep,
such a c t· i o n
"that is impossible, for I am
would be unneuaway down stream from you." I
tral. When the
"It doesn't matter," said the
present. law unwolf. "I shall eat you anyway for
der consideration,
impertinence in arguing
and when it was
passed, Italy was
making war on
THE PAPERS ARE FULL OF
Ethiopia, a n d
wars and rumors of wars. Front
Hitler and his
pages are given up to stories of .
cohorts were asDavies.
battles by land, sinking of ships
suming an attitude which clearly at sea and bombing from the air.
menaced the peace of the world. Nor is this tendency to emphasize
Yet the same men who are now the destruction confined to war
opposing change in the status quo times. Any day the destruction of
on the ground of unneutrality saw a building by fire may be good for
no objection to making changes a double headline, while the
which, if enforced, would play building of a similar building may
directly into the hands of both be recorded Ill a brief paragraph
Mussolini and Hitler. The law as in an obscure corner. A railroad
it stands tends to deprive some train is wrecked with great loss
nations of geographical and oth- of life, and every instrument of
er advantages which they pos- communication broadcasts the
.sess. It increases the helplessness story, but the safe transit of
of every small nation which may train after train, with their hube made the victim of a power- man and commercial cargoes,
-'f ul neighbor's aggression.
goes unnoted.
1
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FOR YEARS I HAVE BEEN THE NEW~.YORK TIME
convin_ced that two P?licies are notes these facts, but denies thatJ
essential to the security of the the country has become exclusive 1
t:nited ~tates ~nd to the ~ro~o- ly calamity-minded. we are not
tion of its maximum contribution engaged exclusively in destroying
to the peace of the worl~.
things, nor are we thinking of
Fi~st, I believe that while :orce jnothing but destruction. Tb e
eontmues too largely to dommate Times calls attention to the fact
the world, the United Stat~s that people are still engaged in
should have land, sea and. air constructive activities, and that
forces so large, so well tramed information about those activities
and so thoroughly equipped that is still to be found in the newsit will never be necessary to use papers in the accustomed places. I
them.
In the business and financial de· ·
Second, I believe that under n.o partments of the papers are to b~
eircumstances should the Ameri- found daily records of normal,
c~ _gov~rnment tie its hands, de- peaceful life. We are told of thti
privmg itself of complete freedom harvesting of crops, the loading
of action with reference to con- of trains and the surge of Indus~
ditions which may arise weeks, try, u1e effects of which are remonths or years hence, and the fleeted in the recorded prices of
nature of which no human wis- stocks and bonds and of the pr9dom can foresee.
ducts of farm and factory.

1

* * *

Hi'-'IP BM. URAuSQ>;iN O.E.'POSI-

~tion to the first named course that
:lt would entail vast expenditure,
I reply that no conceivable expenditure thus made necessary
would be comparable to the enormous cost of a war which that
course wDuld help to prevent. If
it be urged that such a course
would enable some people to
make mOJiey I reply :that there
may be co~ditions worse than
those in which nobody can make
·
money. There are millions of balances which I should like to see
~ rred from the wrong to
t
rant>.Le
the right side of the ledger.

*

*

RUSSIA,; NOTICE, HAS DIS.
. t little
covered a grievance
agams
Estonia Probably the next step
will be •for Soviet troops to move
restore order. It isn't diffi-

NOR ARJ!l
.
ivities
records of peace-time act . ·
The advertising pages are f~ed
with news of 1·nt·mi·tely varied
work of vital inter~st to the family wishing to build & home, to
the man who needs. a new ov~
coat, to the housewife who ne
a set of d~h~s or & new d:ss,
Children, milllons of them,
v ..
started the fall term . of school.
Football games are bemg played,
for the pugilisand D ew aspirants.
.
b ing
tic
championship
are
e
groomed for future contests. The
all th
things may
records of
ese . th
p
be , found day by day m · e pa ers, and it is fortunate that. the
undesirable things aretim
relatively
being
so rare that for the
e
081
they co~and front page p •
tion and big headlines.

DURING THE GREAT WAR His trusty warriors, few, but unthat raged a quarter of a century di~mayed; d
d
h
.d
.
Firm-pace
an
s1ow, a
orr1
ago Poland, then non-existent as
front they form,
an independent nation, was the Still as the breeze, but dreadful as
scene of much fighting. One enthe storm!
gagement in the Low, murmuring sounds along
. . .
their banners flyvicmity of War- Revenge or Death! the watchword
saw recalled to
and reply:me a fragment Then pealed those notes omnipoof a poem, which
tent to charm,
I quoted in an And the loud tocsin pealed their.
edit o r i a 1. For
last alarm!
centuries Poland
.was a great na- In vain-alas! in Vain, ye gallant
tion. Her forces
few,
had driven back From rank to rank your volleyed
the invading
thunder flew;
Mongols and de- Oh! bloodiest picture in the book
f e n d e d Austria
of time,
·
against the Turk. Sarmatia fell-unwept-without a
The nation was,
crime!
in fact, a great Found not a generous friend-a
Daviescitadel of Chrisa pitying foetian civilization. Covetous neigh- Strength in her arms nor mercy in
bars seized slice after slice of her
her woe!
territory, until, about 1795 Ger- Dropped from her nerveless grasp
i many, Austria and Russia divided
the shattered spearup what was left, and the nation Closed her bright eye and curbed
, ceased to exist save in spirit. The
her high c·areer ;final partition of the country Hope for a season bade the world
brought from the pen of a great
farewell,
poet the following poem:
And freedom shrieked-as Koscius
* * *
ko fell!
THE DOWNFALL OF POLAND.
By Thomas Campbell.
The sun went down, nor ceased th
0 sacred truth! thy triumph ceased
carnage there;
awhile,
Tumultuous murder shook
And ·Hope, thy ·sister, ceased with
midnight air:thee to smile,
On Prague's proud arch the fires
When leagued oppression poured
of ruin glow,
to northern wars
His blood-dyed waters murmuring
Her whiskered pandours and her
far below.
fierce hussars;
The storm prevails! the rampart
Waved her dread standard to the
yields awaybreeze of morn,
Bursts the wild cry of horror and
Pe a I e d her loud drum and
dismay!
twanged her trumpet-horn:
Hark! as the ~mouldering piles!
Tumultuous horror brooded o'er
with thunder fall,
her van,
A thousand shrieks for hopeless
Presaging wrath to Poland, and
mercy call!
\
to man!
Earth shook! red meteors flashed
along the sky,
Warisaw's last champion, from her And conscious nature shuddered
heights surveyed,
at the cry!
Wide O'er the fields a waste of
ruin laidDeparted spirits of the mighty
· "0 Heaven," he cried, "my bleeddead!ing country save!
Ye that at Marathon and I..euctra
Is there no hand on high to shield
bled!
the brave?
Friends of the world! restore your
Yet though destruction sweep
swords to man,
these lovely plains,
Fight in his sacred cause and lead
Rise, fellow men! Our country yet
the van!
remains! ·
Yet for Sarmatia's tears of blood
By that dread name we have the
atone,
sword on high;
And make her arm puissant as
And swear, for her to live, with her
your own!
to die!"
Oh! onc2 again to Freedom's cause
return
He said: and on the rampart- The patriot Tell, the Bruce of
heights a:rirayed
Bannockburn!
1

1

1

.

YESTERDAY, QUOTING
Campbll's poem
"fhe Downfall of Poland," I referred to the
fact that during the war of a
century ago I had
quoted a stanza
fr.om the same

on

poem. The stanza then quoted
was the second in
the poem, beginning "Warsaw's
I as t champion-."
T h e quotation
was published in
t he E venin g
Herald.
Almost
immediately after the delivery of
the paper I received a t e 1 ephone call from
Davies.
the late Dr. H. M.
Wheeler, who said: "I have
been reading that bit of poetry
about "Warsaw's last champion."
Doesn't that poem begin "0 ! sacred
Truth, thy triumph ceased awhile?''
I said it did. "Well, who wrote it?"
demanded the doctor. I said I supposed it was one of Campbell's.
''That's what I thought,>' said Dr.
Wheeler, "but I can't find it."

l
* * *
WHILE I FELT QUITE CERItain as to the authorship of the

,

at his home, Dr. Wheele1~ noti-~ed (
the quotation, read it to hi~ friends,
and then continued with an impromptu recital of following stanzas running to hundreds of lines. 1(
His memory was as remarkable as
his Iovti of poetry.

!

* *TIMES PUBTHE NEW* YORK
lished a facsimile of the original
text of the Bill of Rights, which is
one of the historic documents preserved in the Library of Congress.
The resolution of congress submitted to the states twelve articles,
the first two of which were not
adopted. The first of these deals
with the apportionment of memhers of the house of representatives, and the second prohibits any :!
change in the compensation of
members of congress until an elec- r
tion shall have been held.
1

* * *

THE RESOLUTION AS PUB- l
lished is in clear, old-fashioned :
script, with many of the long s's 1
which are seen in old writings. It j
is often supposed that the long s :
was identical with the letter f, but l
that is a mistake. The letter f has
a cross-mark completely across its
stem, while the mark on the old s
projects only from the left side of
the stem. In old writings there is II
a lack of uniformity in the use of
the long s, mat~.y writers having
been as casual m t~e use of !he !
letter as they were m the spellmg
of word~. In the .Bill of Rights
manuscript a consis~ent rule was
followed by the copyists. The long
s is used only where the s i~ doubled. In each such case the first of
the double letters is in the long
form. ~n all other ca~es th~ s appears m the. ~orm with which we
are now fam1har.

poem, the doctor's question had
raised a doubt. I promised to look
it up and report. I had some trouble in finding the selection, but at
last I located it not as an independent poem, b~t as a part, without title of Campbell's longer
poem, ''The Pleasures of Hop·e.'' In
that fact lay the difficulty in finding it. I called the doctor's number,
intending to report my find, but he
was out of town. Therefore I mail*
*
ed him a note giving the facts. On
EACH SEASON HAS ITS OWN
his return a few days later he peculiarities. This year, the month
called to thank me, and said that of September, if not unique was at
he, also, had found the poem.
least unusual. Here in this section
*
of the northwest we had not even
THE, INCIDENT ILLUSTRATES a slight frost until autumn was ofone of Dr. Wheeler's character.is- ficially here. Ordinarily we have
tics with which the general public several light touches of frost before
was not familiar. He was an ar- that date, and a real freeze before
dent lover of poetry, could quote September 21 is not unusual.
pages of it off hand, and was per*
sistent in his search for any bit
THEN THERE WAS THE
concerning which he was in heat wave which swept most of the
doubt.
country and /gave southern Califor
* * *
nia records of 100 or more for
ON ANO T H E R OCCASION, some eight days in succession. That
also during the war, I had quot- torrid condition covered all of the
ed a few lines from Moore's poem, southwest and extended into the
"Lalla Rookh," also bearing on the lake region and on to the Atlanwar. That evening, at a gathering Itic.
_
f

*

* *

*

*

LAST WEEK'S ISSUE OF THE) the appointment of county officials
Cavalier County Republican o by the governor. Subsequently
Langdon, N. D., is a notable one, tbere wer.e included in it the three
not only because of its size, western ranges of townships in
though an issue of 58 pages is what had been Pembina county.
something of The county was named for Chr..rles
an
achievement Turner Cavileer, of Pembina, the
for ab wteefkly tpha- ' first permanent white settler in
per, u
or
e.
.
character of its Dakota territory. For some years
content. It is the Ithe spelling of the county's ~ame
Republican's fif- followed tha~ used by Mr. Cav1leer,
tieth anniversary; 1, but later this was changed to the
number, the age present and more usual form.
of the paper cor-1
* * *
resp O n d i n g to
LANGDON WAS ESTABLISHthat of the state ed as the permanent county seat
of North Dakota. in ~889 after a vigorou~ contest in
From the first which the other candidates were
page to the last Olga, Rosa Lake and Lemon. Langthe paper is pack- don ha~ been named . the tempored with informa- ary capital at an earlier date and
-tion partly re-I a small building had been erected
Davie&
1 a t'i n g to the to serve as a courthouse. But dur- 1
state itself, but largely devoted to : ing. the first winter such county
Cavalier county, its county seat, I busmess as there was was tran~- r
and the northeastern section· of acted at the home of the only ~es1the state immediately adjacent. den~, E. J. Fox, and for a time,
This material, well prepared, well dur.mg t?e absence of M~. Fox, th.e
arranged and appropr.i ately dis- future city had not a smgle resi-.
played, constitutes a volume of in- dent.
formation concerning the begin*
nings of county and city and their THE COUNTY SEAT ELEClater progress and development, ~cal of elect!ons !n the early days,
interesting to the reader of today, 1cal of elections m the early days,
and which will prove invaluable when the rule was ~o vote early
·when all of those who participated and as ofte? as possible. Each of
in the events recorded shall have the contestmg settlements made
!passed away. The assemblage of j offers of land and othe~ concesthis material represents an im- . s10ns, and. at the election each
mense quantity of intelligent mustered its full man-power-and
work by th~ paper's staff.
more. The count gave Langdon 301
*
votes, Olga 246, Rosa Lake 55 and
THE CAVALIER COUNTY RE- Lemon 11. It was charged by the
r publican was founded in 1889 as lo~ers that the L?-~gdon precinct,
the result of a political contest be- with only 50 quahf1ed voters, had
tween factions headed respectively . polled 150 votes, but as the other
by Patrick McHugh and Dan H. I towns had don~ the best . they
McMillan. The Courier, established · could, no ?-ttention w~s paid to
a few years earlier, supported the the complamt. and the .c ount was
McHugh group, and McMillan and accepted as fmal.
several associates started the Re-I
*
J
publican as an exponent of their
MANY OF THE COUNTY'S ~
views. In succeeding years the pa- early settlers came from easter.n I
per passed through several changes Canada. Some others were left ovof ownership and editor.ial man- er from the Pembina colony from
agement, among its editors being Scotland brought over by Lord
Thomas H. Moodie, elected gover- Selkirk. Many representatives of
nor of the state five years ago, and Scandinavian and German groups
now state WP~ administrator, and came later, and the county has
Walter F. Cushmg, for many years been outstanding for the high type
one of the outstanding newspaper of its citizenship. Through the
men of the state. A. E. Lindstrom year.s the Republican bas made a
was owner from 1898 to 1912, when ! fine contribution to the life of its
he sold to Mark I. Forkner and community, and under its present
B. E. Groom. After a few years the i management it has merited the
latter sold his inter~sts to ~orkn~r, Isu?cess that has come to it. One
who has now associated with him evidence of the community's appreas ~artners his so·n, Dick Forkner, ciation is the fine advertising pabusmess manager, and Edward J. tronage enjoyed by the paper. One
Franta, managing editor.
local advertiser, H. E. Close, druggist, has had his advertisement in
CAVALIER C O UN T Y WAS the Republican for 30 years with- ·
creat~d and organized in 1884 by out ever skipping an issue.
I

* *

* *

* *

I

* * *

. DURING THE YEARS OF ITS
early settlement, North Dakota was
advertised as a "hunter's paradise";
f and that is about what it was. Al.
most . any time
the pioneer farmer could step out
with his gun and
within an hour
bring in a ·few
chickens for dinner without stepping off his own
farm. Almost every farm had a
pothole or two
w h ere d u c k s
could be found,
and geese were
eq uallY abundant.
These birds provided the local
farmer with both food and sport.
And toward fall hunters came from
the east by . the trainload. Today
the hunter may travel all day without getting a shot, and even if he
finds game plentiful his skill is
strictly limited by the wise provisions of the game laws.

*

*

*

IT TOOK . TIME TO SECURE
the enactment of game laws and
1more time ,to bring about even tolerable ehf orcement, and on the
part of itinerant hunters, pot-hunting was tpe rule. Early pictures of
hunters and their take loomed · like
. scenes in a . slaughter house, and
much of the hunting was just plain
butchery. That applied generally to
.the shooting . of feathered game,
and , equally to the big game hunt..
ing of a still earlier period. When
, I arrived in the ·state in 1882 the
buffalo were gone. There may have
been a few small herds in the extreme -west, but I never saw ·anY,
t but antelope were plentiful on the
central plains. They moved in small
\ herds, and :this fact and their fleetness made it:, impossible to hunt
them as the buffalo had been hunted. ;T herefore it took longer ·to kill
them off.

-/

*

* *

THE BUFFALO, OR MORE
I properly, the bison, had been the
·staff of life for the Indian of the
plains. It provided him with food,
shelter, clothing and implements,
and probably if the white man had
not arrived the buffalo and the
1

Indian would have existed together
indefinitely. The Indian was 'not
more inte·r ested in cons_e rvation
tha w as his white brother, and
there was little to chose between
the hunting methods of the two.
Both -were wasteful and destructive,
but the whites came in greater
numbers and they went into comme1;cial hunting on a large scale.

*

*

*

*

* *

ANOTHER FACTOR WHICH
spelled doom for the buffalo . was
the development of agriculture , on
the prairies. Homesteaders were
interested in growing wheat, and
wheat fields and herds of buffalo .
cannot exist together. If there had
been no wasteful slaughter either
by Indians or by whites, the buffalo must soon nave disappeared
to make room for the homesteader. Fortunately steps were taken
in time to prevent extinction· of
the -buffalo, and small herds of
these animals are now to be found
in scores of parks, while in the distant Canadian northwest there are
herds numbering thousands, and it
is necessary to kill many each,. Year
to prevent them from overrunning
the.ir food supply.
. * * *
ON ACCOUNT OF THE WAR
weather · bulletins are no longer
bro.ad cast from any Canadian territory. Information concerning ·, central Canadian .weather conditions
is furnished in confidence to the /
United States weather ·bureau, but
even in this form- such ,information
is not given concerning weather
conditions in eastern and far western Canada. Lack of complete information as to conditions. over the
northern half of the continent will
handicap to some extent the ,w ork
of forecasting in this country-an.:.
other illustration of the fact that
war is everybody's business.
HERETOFORE IT HAS BEEN
possible for the individual · in this
part of the country to do a little
of his own w
. eather forecasting. If, I
after a · period of extreme heat; one
learned that .there was frost ;, in Re- ,
gina and snow in .E dmonton, it wa$
a fair g11ess that within a day or
Sd Grand Fo.r ks: would ·have a spell
of chillY weather. Now we must
fall back on the moon or so~e
.othe. r equally reliable source of
formation.

in-1

~ROM THE AUTHOR, A(,1-NE S They lift the heart above despair
Richarda Olsen, I have received a Unto those lofty realms more fair.
little book of poems
ntitled I love the bells!
''Silver Light," which is jus off the They came th rough f"1re-st rong
pres . A resident of Gran Forks,
by test.
where she lives Yet subtle steel within their
with her husbreast
b an d, Christian
A. o 1 8 en, and Has many a heart with comfort
their two chilblest.
dren, Mrs. Olsen I love the bells!
has found time
during intervals I love the bells, so near divine.
between the tasks They speak unto this heart of mine
incident on home- Of lofty deeds whose glories shinekeeping, to set I love the bells!
forth in appeal*
ing 1an g u age
OFFICIAL ANNOUNCEMENT
thoughts suggest- has .been made that the San ~raned by her own cisco fair will not be reopened next
experience an d year. The management says that
the scenes around no way is available for financing
her. Many of her the fair for another season. New
Davies.
verses have been York's fair will be continued
given publication in literary and through the summer of 1940.
other publications, and they have Throughout this season the New
now been assembled in an attrac- York fair has encountered difficult'
tive little volume which does cred- financial prob ems, a d x;nany ex
it to the art of printer and binder pedients have bee 1 used to lesse
no less than to the taste of the expenses and increase receipts
authon.
Several thousand employes wer
* * *
released during the summer. Pri
IN HER POEMS, ALL OF ces of tickets of certain .c lasse
which are brief, Mrs. Olsen has and for certain periods have been\
avoided both· the fantastic in struc- reduced in the hope of stimulating
ture and the unintelligible in ex- attendance. In ,c onnection with
pression and has adhered to regu- these efforts controversy and
: larlty in form and simplicity and criticism have probably impaired
i directness in expression. In this the attendance which it was
l she is out of line with much mod- sought to increase, creating the to~
ern practice, but I am one of the tally erroneous impression that
old-fashioned ones who prefer there was something the matter
verse that will scan and that can with the fair itself, In fact, the
be understood. Mrs. Olsen deals fair is declared by those who have
with familiar subjects, and in her seen it intelligently to be not only
treatment of them she voices love physically stupendous, but magnifor beauty and a philosophy of flcent in its presentation of the
hope and courage. From her pres- best in art, science, industry and
ent volume I select the following entertainment.
for reproduction:
* * *
* * *
WHErrHER OR NOT NEW
THE BELLS.
Yor.k has benefited from its fair,
By AGNES RIOHARDA OLSEN. and to what extent, is an open
I love the bells that call and chime question. Chicago',s two great
Through wintry weather, summer- fairs had wonderful drawtng powtime.
er. San Francisco's fair this year
They bring thoughts in cele tial attracted throngs to ,the West
rhyme!
coast. But New York itself is SO·
1
I love the bells!
much bigger than its fair that the
fair itself see·ms almost to have
dropped out of sight.
1With melody upon the air
1

*

I

1

1

1

*

0
I HEAR THE' radio address last Sunday ill 111,pstatement that "a war in Europe port of embargo l'epeal u reodoesn't concern us" I think of ommended by President Roosethe story of a great fire. Sixty- velt, the main studio In New York
eight years ago
of the company that carried the
this evening a
broadcast was picketed by a
fire started in a
group of persons said to be
small
outbuildCoughlin followers who carried
ing in southwest
banners Inscribed "Al-why have
Chicago. It was
you changed your color?" "Al" a id t o h a ve
are you going with the other
been started by
crowd now? Why?" and so forth.
the kicking over
But the former governor and
of a lantern by
once presidential candidate was
Mrs. O'Leary's
speaking from a smaller studio
cow. In the inon another street.
terest of the
* * *
cow's reputation,
SMITH BAS BEEN A VIGORthat statement
Davies.
has been vigorously denied b '<>US opponent and severe critic of
members of the O'Leary famll; Roosevelt's New Deal policies.
who have submitted evidence i~ T~ose. who thought they were
mpport of their denial.
But p1ck~tmg Smith, and those who
from some cause or other the msp1red the picketing seem infire started. At first it was only cap.able of understanding that one's
a imall fire, and the man down attitude on public questions may
town, in what afterward became be based on his undertaking of
known as the loop, or GD ~ the merit of those questions
north side, might have glanced i:athar tbaa Gil hill personal reat the reddening sky and remark- latlons with some leader. Uned Indifferently to his neighbor doubtedly Al Smith is as vigorthat they seemed to be having ously opposed as ever to the New
a blaze out toward the country. Dea! policies which he has opposlt wasn't his fire, and he may ed '.n the .past, but the fact that
have thought that it didn't con- he is politically, and perhaps percern him. It wu a long way off; sonally, "out" with Roosevelt,
There was a river between him does not prevent him from supand It; there was a tire depart- porting a measure proposed by
ment to look after such things· Roosevelt which he believes to
and the people near by, none
be right.
whom could conceivably want a
fire, would mreJy He that it was
IT IS NOTEWORTHY AND
put out.
gratifying, that In the present
*
contlict of opinion over embargo
BUT THE MAN IN THE repeal the New Deal has not apLoop, or on the north side, soon peared as an issue. There may
discovered that he had a lively in- be some Democrats whose aWterest In that ffN;
:-.t in a tude on the embargo 18 based on
very real 1enae It
fire. what they conceive' to be their
The hot blaze created air currents duty, or l'OOd policy, to "support
of It.I own and the shifting winds the president," regardless of the
spread the flame11 until most of rlghtnesa or wrongness of his
Chicago became a raging fur- position. Conversely, there may
nace. Within 24 hours, until be some Republicans who oppose
merciful ralna had checked the repeal merely because Roosevelt_
tlamea, the fire had awept over the apostle of the New Deal ad·
three 9quare miles, e.nd burned vocates it. But, to whatever ex17,450 buildings, rendered 100,000 tent that tendency exists, it has
-11eople
Several
perty valued at $200,000,000, and HD&tol'I
who have
taken a toll of 21SO human lives. been opponents of the New Deal,
The casual observer dowii town, 8lLd upec1ally opposed to the
notwithatandlng his oomfortable presidents
court-packing
pro
NDN of security, had a direct gram, are now actively supportinterellt, fil'lt In the prevention of Ing embargo repeal, while others,
1:hat flre, and 1econd 1n getting New Dealers through and through
:It ohecked as quickly u possible. are as actively opposing It.

oi

*

* * *

*

wu ·a

• * •

* * *

TliJC SCOPBl AND DI1UIICTION
IT O ANNO T BE TO 0
ot this war ean ao more be pre- Btronsly emphasized that neither
dieted tbaa oould the acope and 1n nor out of congres1 18 there

direCtiOJl at the Chicago fire.
Thia war, or any great war, becomea immediately a war at. the
United State, 1n that regardless
of whether or not we shall be
forced into military participation
:ID it-& calamity from which we
all hope to be spared-the wlndll
G&rl')' embera from tbe conflagraUon all over the world, to dla:rupt and demoraliff the peaceful life of all peoples. In no way
can we escape the fact that the
blaze of war Is our concem.

anY'One. anywhere, who wishes to
have tllil .11.&tion involved 1n war.
Men differ In their opinion as to
what course wm be most likely
to keep the country out of war,
but as to the end to be achieved,
there Is no difference. Hence there
18 no group, no matter how oonstituted, which h&I the rJrht to
claim for itllelf a monopoly of
peace sentiment. We all belong
to the peace bloc. That does aot
Imply that we are all In favor
of peace at any price. There is
a price too great to pay even
DURING "AL" SMITH'S for peace.

* * *

A NEW TYPE OF SMOOTH- stance heat was provided by burning-iron has a device which causes ing charcoal, with which the holit to stand up on its hind legs on low iron was filled. In another,
the touching of a convenient but- gasoline was used. We had one of
ton. Touching an.. those, and it worked perfectly unother button caus- til one day the whole thing took
es it to settle I1fire and it was pitched uncered own a g a in, moniously into the back yard.
ready for the busi- Crude as some of the early irons
ness of smooth-j were those who operated them got
ing clothes. An results.
advert i s e m e n t
*
setting fortli the IT WAS A PLEASURE TO ME
merits of this to read of the honors paid to Msgr.
iron enumerates Joseph L. Andrieux of Bottineau by
the f o 11 o \v i n g I the clergy of his faith, and of the
among its fea- recognition given him by the peotures : D re a d - ple of Bottineau whom he has
naught he at i"n g served so long and so well. Alunit, air - cooled though not intimately acquainted
handle, alloy ther- with Father Andrieux I have met
mostat contacts him, and for years I have known
Davies.
to reduce radio something of him and his work. He
interference, built-on cord and rub- has been the faithful shepherd of
ber plug. Nothing is said about de- his own flock and an earnest workvices for ascertaining altitude, pre- er for the betterment of the enventing skidding or lessening air tire community.
resistance. These, we may assume,
*
ar.e yet to be supplied by inventive IN HIS EARLY YEARS AT
genius.
Bottineau Father Andrieux was
* *
concerned over the fact that there
THE MODERN HOME HAS were no hospital facilities Within
become so filled with conveniences convenient reach of the people of
that it is difficult to find one's way Bottineau and the large area sur- .
around among them, and the rounding it. Obtaining permission,
smoothing iron has become a com- to occupy a disused building beplicated machine. It was not al- longing to the School of Forestry
ways ' so. My grandmother had · a he had it equipped as a hospital,
set of what we called sad-irons, be- and through ·one of the sisterhoods
cause of their weight, which were of his church he obtained a small
in assorted weights, three ' pounds, , staff of nurses. That little hospifive pounds, etc., each of which, · tal served the community well for
true to name, was simply a chunk several years.
of iron, smooth on the bottom and
* *
with a handle on the top. They
LATER FATHER ANDRIEUX
were heated on the kitchen stove Isought to· interest a religious order
and their heat was tested with a of which he had been a member
wet finger. Each was used until' in France, and, while his plans
it became too cool when it was were interrupted by the war of 25
exchanged for another from the years ago, finally he was .successstove. It was all very simple.
ful, and a substantial contribution
* * *
to his hospital fund was made by
MUCH MORE ELABORATE his friends in France, The new
was the fluting iron, used for giv- hospital, which has been in operaing a wavy appearance to the edg- tion for a good many years, is a .
es of the lace cap which the elder- fireproof bu i I d in g, thoroughly
ly lady was expected to wear. That equipped and well staffed, and it is
was a smoothly rounded iron tube, an appropriate monument to the
mounted on legs which held it in patience, public spirit and humane
a horizontal position five or six sentiment of this devoted priest.
inches from the table. It was heat*
ed by inserting into it a hot iron
AS THE RE·S ULT OF A ·BASE..
rod which filled it. The material ball bet one man has wheeled anto be shaped was spread over the other in an arm chair from some, curved surfaces of the hot cylin- wher~ in Illinois to Cincinnati for r
1der.
some of the world's series games.
* * *
·
I am not sure which of them won
THE SMOOTHING IRON HAS the bet. Between riding in a wheel
passed through . many changes in chair for several hundred miles
its progress toward the e'fficient and pushing the. thing, I'm not sure
electric iron of today. n one in- 1 that I wouldn't prefer pushing.

I

* *
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* *

*

I

*

* *
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EVERYONE
IS F MILIAR pests, flies about the middle of
with those reddish bugs
summer and crickets later in the
box-elder beetles, which ake their season. This year, for some reaappearance sometime d ring
son both insects in our neighbor- ·
fall.
Whether
be[
hood have been cons,p icuous by
1
cause they were
their abse11ce. There have been a
less numerous in
few flies, of couiise, and occasionearlier years, or
ally the chirp of a cricket has been
because I was inheard, but the scarcity of both inattentive, I never
sects has ben a matter of comnoticed them unment. On the other hand, a friend
til soma five or
who toured Michigan during the
s-ix years ago, but
summer tells me that flies were
since then it has
encountered everywhere in swarms,
been impossible
in hotel dining rooms, in wayside
to escape them,
eating places, and even in sleeping
for each fall they
rooms. Temperatures were generhave cluttered up
ally similar in both places. Did
sidewalks, climbdifferences in rainfall have someed over screens
thing to do with it?
and basked on
the sunny side of
A GROUP OF MINISTERS AND
buildings. Not unDavie&
lay delegates walked out of the
til this year, however, have I un- eastern conference of the Methoderstood why they are associated dist Protestant church at Atlantic
with the box elder.
City last week and, moving to an- \
other building, organized a conferTHIS YEAR I HAVE FOUND ence of their own. The original
them in enormous numbers cling- conference was held for the purpose
ing to the trunks of box elder of dissolving the main body in
trees, and I have seen them on no view of its union with two other
I other trees. In one instance in my great Methodist bodies to form a I
neighborhood a large box elder, united Methodist church. The disseen from the distance of half a senters protested against the union
block, looked as if its trunk had on the ground that some of the
been ·smeared with great blotches union leaders deny beliefs which
of red paint. Investigation show- the Methodist Protestants believe
ed that what appeared to be paint essential.
was really beetles, literally thous>Le
*
ands of them, clustered in masses
THE INCIDENT SH;ED A LITso compact that they touched each
tle light on the fact that there
other, and so large as to cover are so many religious denominaan area of several square feet. tlons. Union of three bodies so
Except for swarms of bees, I have nearly alike in history and backnever before seen so many in- ground as the three great Methosects of any kind per square foot. dist groups might seem quite the
*
logical thing, but here and there
ACCORDING TO AN AGRICUI, it has encountered opposition from
tural College bulletin, these bugs groups which hold certain specific
lay their eggs in crevices in the beliefs to be "fundamental'' to the
bark of box elder trees, on the exclusion of all others. There besap of which, and sometimes of ing no state church in the United
maples, they feed. They are said States, the union or separation of
to do no appreciable harm, but religious bodies ls not subject to
they become a nuisance when nu- governmental control, but where
merous. They can be controlled, if there is opposition to a merger,
control is desired, by spraying wi
complicated questions of property
a sulfonated alcohol preparation.
rights may aris,e. In the case cited
*
the dissenters propose to institute
WHILE ON THE SUBJECT OF court action for control of the propinsects I may mention flies and erty of the congregations which
crickets. Both usually become they represent.

* * *

* *

*

*

* *

*

*

IN THE RED RIVER VALLEY
we miss much of the brilliant a.utumn coloring which adds ao
greatly to the attractiveness of
Minnesota's forest areas. Just now
northern Minnesota, east of the
valley, is in the
full glory of fall,
and persons who
have visited that
section recently
say that they
ha ve never seen
the coloring more
beautiful.
M in n e s o ta's
g r e a t woodland
is indebted for
its br.illiant color
chiefly to
the
maples, w hi ch,
for some reason,
Davies.
have never gained a foothold on the prairie. The
single maple leaf, matured by summer warmth and sunlight, and
touched with autumn frost, presents a richness of reds and yellows and a variety of design that
the artist may despair of reproducing on canvas, and when these
leaves are seen in the mass the
effect i11 altogether indescribable.

has its own distinctive hue of
yellow, russet or brown, and masses of Virginia creeper and shrubs
innumerable add to the effect. By
all means visit the maple country
if possible, but in no case overlook
the beauty that may be seen on
any street of the home town and
on any farm that has a good grove.

* *

*

* *

*

TREES HAVE THEIR OWN
separate individualities. Trees of
the same species show marked diff erences in their approach to winter. One tree dons its autumn dress
early, while its neighbor, of the
same species and under identical
conditions will cling to its summer
garb even after the other has become bare. One of my elms is almost bare today, while the one next
to it seems not to have lost a leaf.
Foliage on all but one of several
cottonwoods in a row Is a rich tan,
while the odd one remains as green
as in July. This independence of
action seems in some cases to extend even to separate leaves. On a
cut-leaf birch about half of the
leaves show no sign of fall coloring; and the other half are clear
yellow. The same twig bears both 1
green and yellow leaves.

* * *

I AM A CONFIRMED MUSHroom hunter. This year I haven't
been able to do any hunting, but I
have thought that t e season, with
frequent rains and much fairly cool
weather, must have been good for
mushrooms. I haven't heard from
any of the other addicts. In this
territory spring and fall are the
seasons for mushrooms. The summer months are too hot and are
apt to be too _dry.

* * *

THERE ARE MANY EDIBLE
varieties of mushrooms, but I feel
sure of only one kind, and I let all
the others alone. I am fairly certain of the shaggy-mane, but there
are so many toadstools that look
pretty much like the shaggy-mane
that I don't gather any of them. I
was told recently of a remarkable
growth of mushrooms in Cavalier
county. According to my information, the bottom of a~ old lake, several acres in extent, and for some
time quite dry, was plowed up last
spring and seeded to some farm
crop. What became of the crop I
was not told, but the field is said
to have been practically covered
with mushrooms, many of them approximating the size of a dinner
plate. Truck loads of them were
gathe·r ed and marketed.

ALMOST EQUAL TO THE
maple in lending color to the landscape are the red oaks, whose rich
crimson is presented in solid masses. With these are the shrubs of
infinite variety, and the combination of color is often seen against
, a background of somber pines and
other evergreens, whose shadings
vary from almost black to light
· green. It is worth a trip over to
the woodland just to see the color..
BUT OUR PRAIRIES THEMselves are by no means destitute of
autumn color. If sudden frost has
not stripped the trees altogether
tt will be worth while to look
north some sunny afternoon on
Belmont Road or Reeves Drive,
where magnificent elms, planted
many years ago, form great arches
across the streets. There will be
seen, the s c a r l et s or crimsons, soft and neutral on a cloudy
day, transformed in the sunlight into a blaze of glory. Such eff ects are not confined to the city
streets, but are to be found along
the streams and adorning the
groves with which the prairie is
dotted. There variety is great, for
iWe have here most of the hardrWOods except the maple, and .each

* * *

OUR
SOUTHERN
FELLOW
citizens are seldom willing to admit that there was a civil war in
Ithe United States about the middle
of the last century. And they are
apt to resent vigorously the designation of that
conflict as the
War of Rebellion.
They concede
that there was a
war, but they insist that there
was no civil war,
and definitely no
rebellion. They
call it the War
B etw een
the
States.
I have never
seen an authoritative
explanaDavie&
tion of that attitude, and I have wondered about
it. Objection to the term "rebellion'' is rather easy to understand,
for, r egardless of the fact, one seldom likes to be called a rebel.
Washington and his compatriots
w ere rebels in that they resisted
the constituted authority of their
day. But because their rebellion
was successful, we call it a revolur tion. Probably the Southerner holds
that there was no rebellion because
, his people obeyed their regularly
constituted government-those of
the states.

j

* * *

AS TO CIVIL WAR, WEBSTER
defines it as "war between differ...
ent sections or parties of the same
country or nation." That seems to
I apply to the war of 1861-65; b\lt
Webster was a New Englander, so
perhaps he doesn't count. Probably the southern view would be
that civil war is such war as
raged in England during the wars
of the roses and during Cromwell's time, when partisanship observed no sectional lines, as of
north and south, but every community was divided. But without
any intention to give offense,
}1robably I shall continue to call
our great internal war as the
Civil war.

I

*

* *

A FEW YEARS AGO WE
were told by men who professed
to be well informed that the day
of the battleship was over because
an airplane flying at a safe altitude could drop bombs which
would sink any ship. Quite serfously, it was urged that the build-

ing of battleships be discontinued
and that the nation devote itself
to the building of aircraft which
would drive all enemy shipping
from the seas, or to the bottom.
Our naval men have not heeded
that advice, but instead have been
building heavier battleships t.han
ever and arming them with bigger guns. They have not neglected
aircraft, but have sought to provide the navy with planes of various classes which will effectively
supplement, but not displace heavy
surface · craft.

*

* *

IN THIS THEY HAVE BEEN
guided by experience. They know
that the effectiveness of bombers
against battleships has been
greatly exaggerated, and that
aside from all other considerations
it is difficult for a bomber, even
flying quite low, to score a direct hit on a target as small as
a battleship. And among the numerous defensive factors to be considered is that of the modern anti...
aircraft gun, which had been
brought to a degree of perfection
undreamed of du;I'ing the former
World war.

*

* *

*

*

AS AN ILLUSTRATION OF
this, a current magazine article
cites the testing of a new gun at
an American field. A target of the
stocking type was trailed 2,000
feet behind a plane at the height
of 20,000 feet. The gun was fired
at the moving target. Whether or
not the target was struck directly by the exploding projectile, nobody knows, for the the target
simply disappeared. But th.e concussion sent the towing plane,
nearly half a mile away, so pitching and tossing that it was landed
only with great difficulty, and it
was found to be so shattered at
the conclusion as to be practically
a wreck.

*

A HEDGE PLANT WHICH IS
becoming very . popular here is the
cotoneaster, introduced only a few !
years ago. It is a rapid grower, is
perfectly hardy, stands -unlimited
trimming, and with its glossy green
foliage it presents a beautiful appearance all summer. It is at this
season, howe-ver, that the cotoneaster appears at its best. Touched with frost it takes on a variety
of color, from br-o nze to crimson,
and the gradations of color on a
well-kept hedge of this plant make/·
it veritably a thing of beauty.

1

GRAND FORKS HELD ITS
first free street fair September 17
a,nd 18, 1895. I am reminded of that
fact by an announcement of the
fair which D. C.
Macdonald I e f t
at the office. The
publication is in
the form of a
supplenient to the
Dr a y t o n Echo
which Mr. . Macdonald rece 1 v e d
f r o m W. A.
Y o ~ n g, prese:!
publisher of t
Drayton P a P e r.
That ~a~t of the
p u b l 1 c 1 t y plan
co?si~ted in th e
prmti1;ig by local
establtshments of
D3:vies.
many thousands
of copie~ of 3:n 8-pa~e sheet! newspaper size, filled with fair ..announceroents and local adverbsmg,
these being supplied as supplements
to as man! of the weekly papers
in the territory as would us~ them.
The Drayton supplement . 1s the
only one that I have seen m many
years.

THE TWO DAYS OF THE
fair were ·deal fall days, clear,
warm and still, and the crowds

packed the streets. Merchants did
an immense business, for not only
did the local people turn out well, I
but incoming trains were loaded
with visitors from all directions.
The railroads announced half fare
for the two days and a comparison of the rates 'then and now is
interesting. The round trip from,
Pembina on the half fare basis
was $3.35. Today the regular round
trip between Grand Forks and
Pembina is $3.30. The 1895 rates
have thus been cut in two.

I

* * *

MOST OF THE MEN PROMI- nent in the affairs of the city were
members of the.. l'air board of di...
rectors. Some of the older readers
may be interested in looking over
the list. Here is the list as given,
few of its members now being
living:
L. E. Booker, A. Knudson, Geo.
Hull, Hugh Thompson, L. B. Gibbs,
H. R. Lyons, s. s. Titus, T. Hougan, D. P. McLaurin, n. H. Beecher, Geo. D. Lat, Henry Gotzian, 0.
*
M. Hopkins, Geo. W. Kellogg, Wm.
ABOUT THAT TIME EAS'tERN Spriggs, H. L. Whithed, W. R.
cities had begun to experiment Lasham, C. P. Trepanier, F. R.
with street fairs. Grand Forks was Fulton BuXike Corbet, F. W. Idthe first of the northwestern cities dings, 'M. H. McGowan, O. Young,
to undertake one, and it was a w. H. Pringle, W. H. Burr, D. M.
huge success. l.n booths which lined Holmes, E. M. Upson, Wm. Ackerboth sides of the business streets, man Joe D. Mills R. B. Griffith,
there were displayed exhibits of Stephen Collins,
W. Wilder, A.
farm and garden products, poultry, Appel; J. M. Cochrane, E. Mapes,
l baked goods, needlework and other Dan Stewart Sr., W. W. Fegan,
exhibits usually to be found at Chas. Rand, E. W. Haseltine, John
fairs. There was a good poultry Birkholtz, Geo. Platky, J. W. Scott,
exhibit and a sizeable cattle show. Geo. B. Winship, W. L. Wilder,
Bicycle races and a general pro- Thos. Beare, Dr. H. M. Wheeler,
gram of athletic contests provided Dr. J. E. Engstad, E. R. Jacobi,
thrills for spectators, and bands Guy c. a Corliss, S. W. McLaughplayed on almost every corner dur- lin, M. L. Adams, Sig Hanauer, E.
ing afternoons and evenings. On c. Cooper., Wm. Bugle, C. F. Temthe three days following the Grand pleton, P. J. Bye, w. H. Spence,
Forks fair there were horse races E. J. Conaty, w. F. Perry, D. F.
, at the East Grand Forks driving Davis, A. Abrahamsen
park, where provision was made
for those so inclined to place bets
THERE HAS ALSO BEEN A
on their favorites. I thought Ad great turnover among the. adverHunter's horse was a winner, and tisers. Geo. Platky had his drymy guess cost me four dollars.
goods store in a part of what is
now the Penney building. A. ApTHERE WAS LIVELY INTER.. pel was about where the Woolest in the fair and there was an worth store is with his name Imexcellent line of exhibits in almost bedded in brass letters in the
all classes. The season contributed sidewalk. Sig Wolff was about
greatly to the success of the fair. opposite Appel.
Thomas Beare,
That was the Red river valley's about where the power company
banner crop year in point of yield offices are, advertised "Ladies ex.per acre, and the gardens turned tra heavy fleece-lined underwear,
out some wonderful vegetables. shirts and pants, 29 cents each."
· Each business house provided the He offered heavy Jersey ribbed at
booths in front of its own premises, 50 cents, and heavy Jersey ribbed,
and all the booths were filled. Cash wool, at 75 cents. I noticed recentand merchandise to the value of ly in the Herald that women are
$6,000 was contributed by local buying up ancient stocks of those
business people.
undergarments for wlnter sports.

* *
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"*IBlil ANB\VEft

have their holiday a week late1.

I

ABOUT HALF THE~STATES
of the American union will ~bserve November 30 as
anksg1ving day. The other half will observe November
23. This confusion is brought
about by the illadvised action of
the president in
atte m p t i n g to
change the date
from the last
Thursday in November to the
preceding Thursday. If the preside11t had given
the subject any
real thought he
Davies.
would have foreseen that the
proposed change would be resented by many for reasons of sentiment, and he mi~ht have foreseen that it would be opposed in
some quarters on political grounds.
Both sets of motives have been
apparent in discussion of the subject and in the action taken.

* *

*
PERHAPS THE CONTROVERsy will serve to arouse interest in
calendar reform, which seems to
have been forgotten iil recent
years. Under the plan most generally favored for a permanent
calendar, the first month in each
quarter would always begin, on
Sunday. As is the case this year
the last Thursday in November
would fall on the 30th of the
month. and that Thursday, or the
one a week earlier, could be chosen for Thanksgiving, and its position in the month would never
vary. Or we could do as they do
in Canada, where holidays, when..;
ever possible, are set for Monday.
Evidently the president has started something which is not likely
to be finished quite as he expected.
* * *

* * *

NEW ENGLAND IS THE
home of the American Thanksgiving, and while several different
days have been observed there,
the date fixed ' by Lincoln has for
three-quarter,s of a century been
accepted there as permanent. That
, feeling prevails quite generally
through the country. Un oubtedly
many governors who have followed
the president's lead in this matter
have done so because they thought
that this would best contribute to
the unamity which is to be desired
in respect to a great national holiday.

* * *

I

THE YOUNG AMERIC:A.N WHO
enlists in the army or navy in
these days enters an atmosphere ~
quite different from that which
surrounded those services a couple of generations ago. While the r
personnel of each service always
contained excellent types of manhood, neither was especially popular with the public. Each was regarded in many quarters as a
means of escape from some undesirable condition, and it was not
unusual for magistrates to give
minor criminals their choice · of
imprisonment or enlistment.

* *

THE FACT THAT MOST OF
the governors who have followed
the president's lead are Democrats,
and most of those who have adhered to the original date are Republicans is not without significance. One can at least suspect
1 that in several of these cases there
was on the one hand the desire to
support the president and on the
other the desire to oppose him re. gardless of the merits of the isI sue. Governor Moses of North Dakota, a Democrat, may be absolved
of political motive, as he had no
choice. In this state the statute
d·e signates as a national holiday
any day proclaimed as a day of
I thanksgiving by the pr.esident of
I the United States.

*

THAT CONDITION NO LONGer exists. Army and navy authorities, resenting the slights put upon
services of which they were proud,
have worked vigorously, and with
a gratifying measure of success, to
make their personnel representative of the sound young manhood
of the country. Character as well
as physique is taken into account,
and neither service is now regarded as a substitute for the jail or
penitentiary.

I

!

* * *

THE .IMP ACT OF SCIENCE ON
military matters has done much
to promote t~e change that ha.s
come about. Under modern cond1tions the services require a . high
degree of intelligence and dependability in their personnel. Appurtenances are precise and often complicated, not to be trusted in the
hands of the weak, slovenly or
malicious. The recruit in either
service has before him almost un- (
limited opportunities for self-im- (
provement. On a battleship, for .in- (
* .
stance, he may enter classes in .the
ONE ANNOYANCE RESULT- languages, in the sciences, in hising from the president's action will tory, in the mechanic arts, and in
be that communities on opposite a variety of other subjects, and if
sides of ·State lines will often be he has the will to persevere, he
observing the holiday on different may retire from the service an eddays. Thus, Grand Forks and Far- ucated man. How far he will go
go will observe November 23, Idepends on himself, but the opporwhile East Grand Forks and Moor- tunity. is there, and many are makhead, just across the river, will ing us~ of it~

I
I
,

I.

* *

I

IN BETWEEN WAR FLURRIES
and political scraps, several of the
Washington correspondents have
been devoting considerable attention of late to
the subject of
nepotism. Among
the definitions of
nepotism given by
Webster is "bestowal of patronage in consideration of relationship rather than
of merit or of legal claim." The
correspondents
have been digging into the records, and have
found cases in
which members
Davies.
of congress have
found places on the federal payroll for dozens, if not scores of
1relatives, including sisters, cousins
and aunts, and the exposure has
created a mild scandal.

Almost anything might happen under such circumstances.

* * *

WHY I,S IT THAT THE MILKer always sits on the right side of
the cow? Why is that a horse is
always mounted from the left s,.de?
Has right-handedness anything to
do with it? Most persons are righthanded, and it may be that because of that fact certain cus+oms
have become universal. Anyway,
Ripley's calf is being milked from
the wrong side.

* * *

THE RE ARE CURIOSITIES
about this matter of right-handt>dness and left-handedness.
'rhe
left-handed person will almost invariably use a two-handed implement such a garden fork with the
left hand forward, toward the
working end of the tool. But a
large proportion of th,ose who are
right-handed in all other respects
will use the same tool in exactly
the same manner. We have lP-fthanded baseball batters and golf
* * *
players who are naturally rightAS IS QUITE USUAL IN SUCH handed in every other respect.
cases the enthusiasm of the correspondents has led some of them
THERE IS A DIFFERENCE
to overdo the job, and the em- of opinion as to whether or not the
ployment by a congressman of even child who shows a tendency to be
one relative in a clerical capacity left-handed should have that tenhas been listed as a case of nepot- dency "corrected," It is quite cerism. This tends to give the whole tain that in some cases efforts to
investigation a tincture of absurd- make that change tend to confuse
ity. Certainly a member of con- the child and result in inability to
gress is not elected in order that he use either hand expertly, On the
may find places on the payroll for other hand, most tools, appliant:':ls
all the members of his family, and and working places are made for
it is true that in some cases such right-handed persons, and the leftappointments were simply exampies hander is thus often placed at a
of graft.
disadvantage.

* * *

I

·

* *

*

* *

*

THE SUBJECT HAS ANOTHER
side, however. A congressman must
Ihave certain clerical assistants. He
needs to have near him some per, son whom he knows, who knows
: him, and in whom he can repose
' absolute confidence. He may find
that person in one not even re. motely related to him. Or he may
find that some near relative best
meets the requirements and in
· such a case the public will be best
served by the employment of the
relative in a confidential capacity.
Vice President Garner's secretary
is his own wife, and she has held
that position through Mr. Garner's
long service in both houses. Certainly there is nothing reprehensible
about that, for in no other way
could the important work with
which Mr. Garner is charged be so
efficiently performed. Sueh cases,
and probably there are many of
them, need to be kept separate
from those of actual nepotism.

j

IN HIS "BELIEVE IT OR NOT"
department, Ripley presents the
case of a calf which gave milk at
the age of 10 days. No explanation is given of the way in which
this marvel came to pass except
that Ripley's artist shows•the calf
being milked from the wrong side.

t

*

* *

THE STORY OF THE MAN
who says that he discovered a
death ray and then threw away
the formula for fear improper use
would be made of the discovery is
discredited by a representative I
scientist who believes the thing/
to be impossible. As a bit of
sensationalism the death ray seems/
to have taken the place of per•
petual motion, of which nothing
has been heard for some years.\
Years ago almost every community had its inventor of a per-1
petual motion machine. In some
cases those
"inventors"
were
dreamer.s who believed sincerelyf
that they had made the grand discovery, and while their machines
were· never put into actual operation, their inventors felt certain
that only a little more adjustment
or a few more gadgets would
make them perfect. In other cases
they were deliberate frauds, as in '
the case of the notorious Kelley of
the last century, who induced
others to invest large sums in his
motor. When the thing was taken
to pieces it was found to contain
secret springs and tubes by means
of which power was communicated
from the outside. Yet several
hand- headed men put considerable
sums into the thing.

I

-I-

THE NEW YORK SUN OF OC- plants which have thus far been
tober 4 published an article de- impossible. As is well understood,
scribing certain work in plant some o~ our m_ost useful varieties
of grams, frmts and vegetables
breeding performed by Dr. Norma have been produced by scientific
Pfeiffe~, former member of the crossing, and the effects of Dr.
faculty of the
Pfeiffer's work ar.e likely to be exUniv e rs i t y of
tended through a great area of
North Dakota,
the plant kingdom,
and for many
*
years a specialist
THE OTHER DAY DALE HAR,.
in botanical work
rison told in his column on this
at the Boyce
page of an aunt who, professing
Thompson instifreedom from superstition, saw no
tute. The article
reason for starting anything on
is
accompanied
Friday when there were six other
by an excellent
days in the week. In an emergency
portrait of Dr.
the good lady started on a train
Pfeiffer, an illusjourney on a Friday, but before
tration of a fine
she reached her destination she
lily which she
was found dead in her berth. That
has grown from
makes it look bad for Friday. 1
seed, and a view
Nothing is said, however, about
of the farm at
..
the other passengers who also
Hillsdale, N. Y.,
Davies.
started on Friday and got through
owned by her and her associate, safely. It is rather hard to figure
Miss Zella E. Colvin.
out just where Friday, whether the
* * *
thirteenth or. some other date, fits
THE INSTITUTE WHERE DR. in. Battles have been lost on FriPfeiffer conducts her research day, which the losing side might I
wor.k was established many years attribute to the unluckiness of the
ago by Boyce Thompson, capitalist day. But the victorious party
and man of affairs, who, before his might well consider Friday its
death, provided funds for its sub- lucky day.
stantial endowment. Through the
*
work conducted there much valuFOR THE NEWSPAPER FRIable information has been gained day the thirteenth has become an
concerning the life processes of established institution. I suppose
plants, and for much of this work there isn't a newspaper in the
Dr. Pfeiffer has been responsible. country that does not feel bound to
*
observe the tradition of calling !
THE SUN ARTICLE DEALS public attention to the fact that a [
particularly with work done by certain Friday falls on the thirDr. Pfeiffer in the cross-fertiliza- teenth of the month. I don't know
tion of lilies. One of the difficul- of anyone who does or refrains
ties attending this work is due to from doing anything on such a
the brief vitality of lily pollen. supposedly unlucky day, but every
When it is desired to fertilize the misfortune that happens on that
blossoms of a late-blooming variety day is attributed to the malignant
with pollen from an early-blooming influence of that combination of
plant, it is necessary to keep the dates. Not one person in a thoupollen weeks, or even months. Lef'fi sand would think of the date as/
to itself the pollen loses its vitality unlucky if we didn't remind them
in a few days, and one of the tasks of it.
I
undertaken by Dr. Pfeiffer has
* *
been to discover ways of maintain- ON MONDAY AUTOMOBILE
ing the vitality of the pollen over deaths from highway accidents in
a longer period. This has been done North Dakota numbered 58 for the l
by placing the grains of pollen in year. At this time last year the
gelatine capsules and maintaining number was 80. When we are dealsuch conditions of temperatur.e, ing with small numbers it is not I
humidity and light as experience safe to place too much stress on
has shown to be most effective. In percentage :variations, for these
this way lily pollen has been kept may easily be changed or reversed
fresh and vigorous from nine to 12 within a few days. But the r.educmohths. Similar success has at- tion of more than 20 per cent in
tended experiments with gladiolus the number of such deaths within
pollen.
less than 10 months is gratifying.
*
Let us hope that it is not of itself :
SUCH WORK MUST OF IT- accidental but that it indicates
self be fascinating, and it is of im- real and 'permanent progress to•
mense practical value in pointing ward greater safety on the highthe way to methods of crossing of ways.

* *

*

* *

*

*

*

*

IN ONE OF THE LETTERS TO
his editor, written shortly before
his death, James W. Foley tells of
some of his experiences as a lad
on the ranch at Medora, N. D.
One of his amusing stories is. of
a runaway in
which Foley himself figured, not
too g 1 o ri ously.
His father was
for many years
in charge of the
De Mor.es properties at Medora,
and Jim himself
spent sever.al of
his early years
on the big ranch.
During some of
lhose years young
Theodore Roosevelt ranched in
'Davies.
the same territory, and in convereation with Jim years later he recalled many incidents of which the
two had knowledge. Roosevelt had
heard of the runaway, and mentioned it in an introduction which
he wmte for one of Foley's books.
This is the stor.y as told by Foley
himself:

* * *

"DR, WATLING WAS A PROfessor of dentistry at the University of Michigan, a man along in
years, on his summer vacation
trip with his wife, over the Northern Pacific Railroad to the Pacific Coast. He was not limited by
stopovers or for time and as the
train slipped down the hill in that
strange and weird Badlands country the doctor had a sudden interest to stop over at our little cow1town, hire a rig if he could, and
' make a trip for some miles into
the back country. He had heard of
the petrified forests, burning coal
mines and other natural wonders
and wanted to see them. That, I
might say, was the first mistake
and it was Dr. Watling's mistake.
The doctor and his wife alighted
from the train gleeful as children,
eager to see more of this strange
new country, Their hand baggage
was unloaded by the porter and
they set out to look for someone
with a team who might drive them
for a distance of from 5 to 10
miles. I was a boy of only 15.
'

"A RUN;}WAY SUCH AS YOU
might read about in books, the
upsetting of the buckboard, the
breaking of the good old doctor's
leg and rendering the whole party
hors du combat. It took several
hours to get the ·· doctor back to
the railroad and more hours to get
a surgeon over a distance of some
50 miles and instead of making the
tr.ip to the Pacific Coast Dr. Watling took the back trail and spent
the summer in bed at the home of
friends and limped into the lecture
room that fall at the university
with a lot of explaining to do.

* * *

"MR. ROOSEVELT LEARNED
of the runaway accident from his
ranchman who owned one of the
horses and who was incensed because the doctor said that he had
given them a runaway team. 'Why,'
said the foreman, 'It was no runaway team, one of those horses had
not been hitched up before so he
could not have run away and the
other one might have run away
but lots of times he did not run j
away.' This impressed T. R. as
highly humorous."
,

*

*

* *

*

* "YOU AND
IN HIS BOOK
Heredity," recently published, Dr.
Amram Schienfeld attributes to
Darwin the belief that the long
neck of the giraffe is due to the
fact that countless generations o
giraffes stretched their necks in
the act of browsing ' on trees, and
that in this process of reaching
upward for food necks became
longer and longer until the giz;affe
attained its present proportions.
HAVING MY DOUBTS ABOUT
this I looked to see just what Darwin did say on the subject. I wasn't
able to find an expression of any
such belief. On the contrary, Darwin attributes the length of the
giraffe's neck, not to the inheritance of any characteristic acquired by stretching or otherwise,
but to the survival thr.ough times
of food shortage of those individ- i
uals fortunate ' enough to have I
longer necks than others of theh' I
species.

* * *

'

THAT IS CONSISTENT WITH [
* * *
the whole theory of natural selec"WE HAD A BIG BRONCHO tion, on which Darwin based so
team which we used for hay- many of his conclusions. Those f
ing and heavy work. As I was creatures, he thought, which were I
recommended to the doctor I con- best fitted to meet the conditions l
sented with all the assurance in of their environment survived,/
the world to drive him over that mated with others of their kind,
rough country and over those un- and transmitted their own inborn
certain roads with that team and tendencies, str,engthened and acbuckboard. That was the second centuated, to their descendants.
mistake and that was my mis- The stockman does precisely the
take, As we were jogging along same thing to improve his strain
four or five miles from the railroad of stock, as does the poultryman
just reaching the country in which with his chickens and turkeys and
was much petrified forest, Mrs. the horticulturist with his fruits
Watling, not knowing the customs and vegetables. In these fields man
and habits of bronchoes, and feel- speeds up the processes of nature
ing the sun rather warm on that by making his own seiections, and
summer day, opened a parasol and he has been able to achieve,
swung it aloft and that was the changes in a few years for whicl:
third mistake and that was Mrs. nature undirected would have reWatling's mistake. And then every- quired perhaps thousands of gen
thing happened.
erations.

I

HOW NUMEROUS ARE AUTOmobile accidents? Certainly when
one reads of the thousands who
are killed each year on the highways and the many other. thousands who are
bruised and batt ere d, though
not killed, he will
e o n c I u de that
such a ccidents
are far too numerous. But numbers are always
r e I at i v e, and
when one compar es the n umber of accidents
with the number
o! persons on the
highways
every
day he _may ge~ a
new 1mptess10n
of how safe or
the highways really

*

*

*

NOT LONG AGO A FRIEND
told me of witnessing an accident
in which several pertSons were
severely injured. A car only a
short distance ahead of him had
plunged into the ditch, rolled over
several times and came to a stop
bottom side up with its occupants
1 pinned fas~ within. Fo:tunate!Y, 1;,o
one wa~ killed. My friend said: I
?ave dr1~en car~ 27 ye~rs, but that
IS the first maJ,?r accident that I
ever saw occur.
,
I

*

* *

MY FRIEND IS A TRAVELING
Iman whose work requires him to
be on the r.oad most of the time,
summer and winter, on all sorts of
roads and in all sorts of weather.
I wouldn't undertake to guess how
1 many
hundreds of thousands of
Imiles he has driven. Yet that is his
experience. And, while I have
I driven fewer miles than he, his ex· perience in this respect corres, ponds to my own. I have been
driving off and on for a quarter of
, a centucy. My first little car didn't
, ~o very fast or very far, but durmg the year I have ro~led up. a
~ood many thousan~ miles, drivmg_ throug~ moun~ams ,and over
plam~, and .m. traffic as dense and
as swift as It 1s anywhere on earth,
d I h
t
t witness d
an .
a~e no. ye
.
~ . an
accident mvolvmg serious mJury
, to. e. car,. its occupant, or a pedesJ trian.

I
I
I

1
1

*

*

*

FROM CONVERSATI,Q N WITH
~ others I conclude that this experi ience is not at all unusual. I have
talked with many per.sons who
drive many thousands of miles a
year and who have yet to witness

their first serious automobile accident. There are no statistics of
highway accidents in horse-andbuggy days, but I am sure that a
trip with a horse and buggy was
not about as hazardous as one with
an automobile. Of course fewer
persons were killed in runaways
than are killed in automobile accidents. But for every horse-drawn
vehicle then on the roads there are
now dozens or scores of automobiles. There are altogether too
many accidents now, but when the
facts are examined the picture
loses some of its gloomy appearance.

*

*

*

*

* *

SOMEONE ASKS IF IT I,S TOO
late to plant tulip bulbs. I should I
say that there is plenty of time
for planting yet. If the bulbs are
frozen in the earth before being
rooted they are likely to be destroyed. But tulips are planted 4 to 6
inches deep, and while we may expect surface freezing at ~ny time
during the next month, with normal weather it will be some time
before the frost goes deep enough
to prevent the . rooting of bulbs.
Top growth in the fall is not to be
desired, as it is likely to interfere
with blooming in the spring.
I HA VE NE¥ER GROWN
hyacinths or daffodills out of doors,
but it can be done successfully, and
1 have seen some excellent results
achieved. Bulbs of those plants
should also be set quite deep, and
their blossoms make an attractive
showing in the spr.ing. Neither have
I grown these plants indoors for
several years. My later experiments. 1
with · them did not turn out well.
Years ago I grew quantities of
hyacinths, daffodills and other r
narcissi in the house, and they
bloomed profusely. My greatest
success with them was when I
planted the bulbs in old tin cans
filled with earth well fortified
with barnyard manure.

*

*

*

MY FINEST SHOWING OF
daffodills was with a lot of bulbs
that had already bloomed thr.ough
one winter. I was in doubt as to
whether or not they w O u 1 d .
.
.
produce bloom.mg plants agam, and
on that account I didn't wish to
give them too much time or have
them take up too much room. I got
an old dishpan, filled it with good
earth, and in that I planted my
bulbs, almost touching each other.
In the spring I had a solid mass of
fine daffodills. The old bulbs performed magnificently and seemed
not to object at all to the homely
old dishpan.

NOT LONG AGO I WROTE has lowered the standards of llvthat the people of the United ing of working people and had
States are better informed con- brought privation and distress upcerning events associated with on the wage-earners. As I listenthe war than are
ed I recalled some of the things
the people of the
that I have heard my , maternal
belligerent coungrandfather tell of labor conditries themselves.
tions in the cotton districts of
That is true, beEngland where he spent his youth.
cause news In
Mechanism had got under way bet h e belligerent
fore his birth, but within his own
countries is cenrecollection cottage weaving had
sored, while in
still persisted in many of the Engthe U n i t e d
lish villages. And cottage weavStates it is not.
Ing was not by any means an
Here the people
Ideal occupation for men, women
are given both
or children. There was no regusldes of the story,
lation of the industry, and in
while abroad they
Davies.
many homes even children barely
are permitted to read only one able to walk were kept at hard
side. Obtaining reliable news, and monotonous tasks from dawn
however, is not always an easy until dark.
task, not because there is official
censorship, but because important THE EARLY FACTORY SYSnews is sometimes withheld for tem had its grave abuses, but
no apparent good reason.
working conditions at their worst
*
were not as bad as were the conSOME TIME AGO PRESIDENT ditions to be found in many of 1
Roosevelt asked newspaper cor- the homes. With the advent of
respondents not to publish unsub- the factory system came at least
stantlated reports, and had prom- some measure of public regulalsed every possible assistance in tion, some regularity in work, and
distinguishing between the true some regard for child life. Those
and the false. On Tuesday, Octo- things were matters of personal
ber 10, the heads of the Scandi- knowledge with my grandfather,
navian nations requested President @d he, for one, never looked back'
Roosevelt to eend a message to on the home arts as represented
Russia in respect to the Finland in the weaving industry, except
1ituat!on similar to the appeal with detestation.
which they had made. On Wednesday a report to that effect THE AMERICAN STEAMSHIP
reached Washington correspond- President Harding reached New
ents from abroad. The correspond- York loaded with regular passen:,''
ents asked the official press bur- gers and refugees from war-torn
eau for the facts. They got none, Europe. She was beaten and bufbut were told that "no approach feted by tempestous seas which
had been made to Russia as yet." carried away some of her upper
The manner in which those state- works. Somewhere near 100 pasments were made aroused suspic- sengers were injured, some of
ion that something was being them seriously, by the pitching of
withheld. American papers pub- the great vessel, and the captain!
lished the report of the Scandi- wirelessed an urgent message begnavlan appeal merely as a rumor. ging that splints, banda.ges and
Scandinavian papera OZL tbe 11Bme medical supplies be sent him for
day published the fact, definitely treatment of the injured. The
and without qualification. More- thing that impressed me when I
over, at the time when it was of- read the story was that a fine
ficially denied that any approach ship like the President Harding
1iilf
o
ed such
s!an government had atready re- plies in quantity sufficient to meet·
ceived the president's appeal.
the requirements of such an emer* *
gency. A ship is required to carry
SINCE THE LATEST LIND- lifeboats and preservers sufficient
bergh episode I have thought of- for all the passengers and crew.
ten of the care which ls known to In comparison the storage of an
have characterized Lindbergh in adequate supply of medical and
his preparation for aerial jour- surgical supplies would be a bitlneys. Alwaya h!a ship was in- Ing matter.
spected with the greatest care to
*
I
make sure that there was no YOUNG MR. HOLT, SENATOR \
slightest thing am!as. Before the from West Virginia, ls the youngtake-off the runway was gone est member of the senate. When I
over inch by inch, that the pilot he was elected he had not quite
at a critical moment might not reached the legal age of 30 yearR
encounter some irregularity of md he had to wait unt!l his birthwhich he wa.s not aware. And I day to be sworn in. Apparently
have thought that if Colonel Lind- Senator Holt has not yet grown
bergh had exercised as great care up. In the senate the other day, In
in the preparation of his speech the course of a long speech on the
on international relations, he embargo bill, he undertook to enwould not have made quite the tertain the galleries by mimlclng
speech that he did.
the speaking manner and accent
*
of President Roosevelt. It would
I LISTENED THE OTHER be Interesting to know what imnight to a radio speaker who pression was made by that juvenspoke regretfully of the passing ile performance on senators who
of the home crafts and the sub- have some regard for the dignity
stitution therefor of the factory of the senate and some conception
system with !ts Intensive mechan- of the proprieties In public discus·
ization. That change, he thought, s!on.

* * *

*

*

* * *

*

* *

*

*

ONE OF THE DUTIES OF THE
,. re ..taking staff of the Empire
State building in New York City
is to gather up each morning the
birds which have been killed by
colliding with the
tower of the lofty
building
during
the night. Almost
evecy morning in
the y e a r dead
birds are found
on the terrace at
the 85th floor,
from the center
of which rises
the central tower up to and beyond the 102nd
floor. Blinded .or
e o n f u s e d, the
bir ds st rik e
against the upper
Davies.
s t r u c t u r e and
fall dead to the balcony below.

sion possible are ultra-short waves
which move only in a straight
line. That means that their range
for television purposes is measured
by the distance from the sending
station to the "shoulder" of the
earth's curvature. Beyond that
shoulder the rays continue on in a
straight line into outer space.
Waves used for radio transmission
can be made to encircle the earth.
That is not possible with television
waves by any means now known.

* * *

FOR TRANSMISSION OF TELevision pictures more than about 50
miles in the present development
of the art, transmission must be
by cable to other sending stationst
and as cables suitable for that purpose are costly such transmission
would be commercially possible
only in densely inhabited territory.
There is no prospect that television will be anywhere nearly as
* * *
widely distributed as radio is until
WHILE THIS IS OF REGULAR there are further and important deoccurr.ence it is during the spring velopments in the science.
and fall migrations, especially the
*
latter, that the greatest number
A SHORT TIME AGO THE
of fatalities occur. One night re- Herald published a
paragraph
cently, during a fog, scores of about a man who had sold an old
birds were killed in this way. Fr.ench coin for 25 cents and who
Practically all of the birds thus was now wondering if it might be/
destroyed are of the smaller spe- one of rare issue worth about $350.
cies. If New York City were in The item interested I. L. Jackso
the migrating path of wild geese of Cavalier, who writes that h
it would be necessary- to protect has several French coins which he
the upper windows of the Empire picked up in France in 1918, some
State building with stout bars to of which date back as far as 1630.
prevent their being shattered, for He wonders if they have any value
wild geese, like other birds, some- as antiques. There must be some
times lose their way and come to coin collectors in Grand Forks,
grief. It was last fall, I think, that but I do not know who they are.
a flock of geese circled over Grand If any of them should see this item,
Forks all night, apparently confus- correspondence with Mr. Jackson
ed by the lights. In that case no may prove to be mutually beneficasualties were reported.
cial.

* *

* * *

A TErLEVISION PICTURE WAS
received the other day at a distance of 200 miles from the New
York sending station. Newspaper
reproductions of the picture are
fairly distinct and quite recognizable. That does not mean that
general television is just around
t e corner, unless the corner is
some distance away. Reception at
that distance was possible because
the receiving instrument was on
an airplane 20,000 feet in the air.
The limit of ordinary reception
from any sending apparatus at
present elevations remains at about
50 miles.

* * *

RESEARCH INTO THE WHYS
and wherefores of television has
developed the fact that the elec1
trical impulses which make televi-

* *

*

I HAVE NEVER GONE IN FOR
collecting anything systematically,
but in my younger days I did for .
a time save and stow away such
odd or ancient coins as came into
z:ny possession. I had collected 1
about a double-handful of such
coins before I gave up the practice. I haven't the least idea what ·
became of them, but in all probability they are lying around yet
in the bottom
an unused drawer or some such place. I never
could understand what it is that
establishes the value of old coins, ~
stamps or other rarities. Naturally,
the more rare an item is -the great-·.
er will be the demand for it and
the higher the price. But how it
is possible to arrive at a stated
price, like the price ·o f a cow or a
bushel of wheat, is beyond me .
•
1

of

.I----

_ WHEN I READ. THAT THE sure. It is just one of those things !
liner President Harding had nar- that show how sensitive the whole
rowly escaped being capsized in an world is to the influence of a war
Atlantic hurricane, and that her· that may be thousands of miles
,captain had sent messages appeal- away.
ing for medical
* * *
and surgical supBRITISH CENSORS HA V E
plies with which been stopping anµ returning mail
to tr ~at the sent from the United States to
wounds ot his Germany, and the state departbattered passeng- ment has remonstrated. Th is
ers and crew, · I brings up the question of the inthought, and said, violability or otherwise of mail
that it seemed addressed, to belligerents in time
strange that a of war, and the question has some
-great liner like puzzling aspects. Obviously, it is
the Harding to the interest of each belligerent
would not carry to prevent military information
enough of such from being conveyed to its adversupplies for any sar.y, and such information can be
emergency. It conveyed by mail in ways which it
a pp ear s t hat is next to impossible to detect.
..
enough supplies
*·
Davie&
were carried, but
DURING THE VAST WORLD I
that the compartment in which war many of our soldiers . used va-11
they: were kept was crushed in and rious devices to evade the regulaflooded, and the supplies wer.e tions which prohibited them from
rendered useless. I herewith tender giving information in their letters
•my apologies, not that the steam- of the precise location in France.
ship people will ever hear of the Secret ciphers · were invested; 1
original comment or the apology. cabalistic signs were used; mess .. l
* * *
ages were concealed under postage
NEWS DISPATCHES DESCRIB- stamps. Many of these devices
ing the storm in which the Hard- were discovered by the censors.
ing was caught say that the wave One, which was simplicity ,itself,
which did the greatest damage is and which was never discovered,
estimated to have been 100 feet was used by ·a friend of mine.
high, and that the wind velocity
was 100 miles per hour. The height
HE CARRIED WITH HIM A
of waves has always b'een a matter small map of France and left its
of controversy. To the inexper- duplicate with his wife at · home.
ienced person a big wave always Writing his letter home on a sheet
looks bigger than it is. Year.s ago the exact side of the map, he placed
I a good friend told me in all se- the map upon it, corner for corner,
1riousness and perfect honesty that and with a sharp pin pricked the
1
he had seen waves 30 f et high on sp9t on the map which indicated
I Maple Lake. He hadn't, of course, his position. His wife received a
but he thought he had, for when perfectly innocent letter with a
there was more water in Maple tiny; hole in it. She applied the
lake it could look mighty wicked. letter to her duplicate map, used
The _height of waves from trough another pin, and knew just where
to crest can be measured quite her husband was when the letter
accurately by means of suitable in- was written.
' struments of observation, and in* *
numerable
such
measurements
ALL NATIONS USE CODE,S IN
have been taken. I don't know their secret correspondence, and
what the official recor.d is, but a the decoding of ciphers in time of
wave 20 feet high is a big wave, war has become almost an exact
and I doubt that any have been science in which some marvelous
I measured more than 40 or 50 feet. results have been obtained. It has
That is not to say that one 100 feet been said that man's ingenuity is
high is impossible.
incapable of pr_o ducing a ,cip~er
*
*
which man's ingenuity cannot un. IF IT HADN'T BEEN FOR ravel. Poe played with this subthe war the Harding would not ject in some of his stories, but
have been caught in that hurri- the ciphers which Poe invented,
cane. As it was, the ship's officers and then solved after he had in- ·
did not know of the existence, or vented them, were child's play
at least the position of the storm compared with the work in this
because of the partial suspension field that has been perfor_m ed in
of weather reports as a war mea- recent years.

* *

*

1

*

I
1

*

* *

IN THE PERIOD IJIOIEDI- seem disposed to cruah the repuately preceding the American Civ- tatlon of a clYII, law-abiding citizen, without any just grounds on
II War, life In the border states which to base the abuses therein
was anything but peaceful and contained against me. You base
harmonious. On both sides <Jf the some false statements on what you
line slavery was call 'credibly Informed,' rumor, etc.
the subject of
"lst.-1 have never sent what you
bitter controver- call 'Incendiary prints to gentlesy. There were men l!Ylng in Kentucky', within
abolitionists
In one hundred miles of Golconda,
the northern Illinois.
slave states and
"2d.-I was never 'tarred and
sup p o rt e r s of feathered up In the neighborhood
slavery In the of Uniontown,' nor at any other
so u t h e r n free place, for circulating abolition
states, and the document.I, nor for any other ofcontroveny em- fense agalmt the law of God or'
broUed relfdents man.
of the same com"Sd.-I am not an •agent for an
munltles, shatter- abolition book and document house
ed social groupg of Boston', and never was.
and even divided
"But If believing slavery to be a
ch u r c h e s. No- sin against God and a crime
Davies.
where were the against man, and as such, ought
divisions sharper than In Kentucky not to be tolerated In church, and
and southern Illinois.
proclaiming this from the pulpit
and the press, la a crime, then I
ONE RESIDENT OF KEN- am a criminal. And If this renders
tucky who was emphatically OJ?PO• me worthy of wearing the 'mar-I
ed to slavery and who proclaimed tyr'• garment' then bring on your)
that fact to all that chose to hear tar and feathers, and bring those·
was a colporteur, or distributor of "gentlemen" with you, to put It
religious literature, James M. on, to whom I sent those 'lncenWest, who was threatened with diary prints living In Kentucky.'
tar and feathers for his abolition
*
sentiments, and who was forced
ACCOMPANYING THIS WERE
to leave his home In Kentucky for statements signed by about a score
Pope county, Illinois. That section of men who had known Mr. West
was also a hotbed of pro-slavery In Kentucky or Illinois, and who
sentiment, and Mr. West WU again teatlfted to hla high character as
obliged to move, this time to Rich- a good citizen and earnest Chris, view, Til!nols, where he died not tlan gentleman.
j long afterward.
*
I
FROM HIS LAST HOME IN
.
JAMES
M.
WEST
WAS
THE
Richview,
Illinois,
the
I grandfather of Dr. John C. West, man wrote this letter topersecuted
the Chlpresident of the University of cago Tribune, which paper descrlbNorth Dakota. Dr. West has re- ed him as "a worthy and excellent
cently received from
relative man, who, with hl1 family was
Icopies of documents relating to the expelled from Popa county, Illlpersecutlon to which his grand- nols, for the crime of being a Re' father was subjected during that publican:"
stor,my time. An editorial which
appeared In the Golconda Herald
"THE LOSSES WHICH WE
reads as follows:
have sustained, connected with our
expulsion from Pope county, Illl''WE HAVE BEEN CREDIBLY nols, Including robbery, damage,
' informed than an Abolition preach- sacrifice, and removal, amounts to
er named West has been engaged much more than we at first supin circulating incendiary prints posed It would be, say from $1,200
throughout this and adjoining to $1,500, about halt ~ what our
counties, and he has even gone so pecuniary worth was; and In case
, far as to send some over to gentle- that we should fall to make collea'' men Jiving In Kentucky. If he has tions for articles sold, It will atill
no particular desire to wear the be more. This has reduced us to
Imartyrs garment-tar and feath- circumstances of great necessity;
l ers-he had better decist. Look out but Christ said, 'blessed are ye,
;tor yourself you Imp of Baal; for when men shall revile you, and
you will be dealt with roughly, If persecute y ~ and shall SIil'
I
you
_...,....... ..-per illmlietror evt1 tliifnst you falsely,
ca111ng, more closely.
for my sake.'

* * *
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"AT THE*REQUEST OF OUR "IT IS VERY GRATIFYING
Kentucky contemporary, the Un- Indeed, to know that our persecuiontown News, we publish a de- tors had nothing to charge against
scriptlon of Jas. M. West, the aboli- us that Is Immoral, or that which
tion preacher whom we noticed the law of God, or the law of the
last week. Rumor says that once land condemns. Our hearts have
upon a time he was tar.red and been cheered, In the time of di•
feathered up In the neighborhood tress, by strange friends expressof Uniontown for the same offense lng their sympathies, and feeling It
of which we accuse him, i. e., cir- a privilege to share with us In our
'Culating abolition prints. We have losses. Our kind Christian sister,
been Informed that said West Is whom I never saw, sent her blessagent for an abolition book and Ing, with $5; two ministers, $2 each,
document publishing house of Bos- and one $1, a Christian brother,
ton, and receives $25 per month $1, and several sympathizing Chrisfor his service. We are In favor tian frlendl, about $5 more. Thia Is
of the free toleration of all rell- more than giving a "drink of cold
lous and political opinions; but water." May God's richest bleSBlngs
when a traitor comes among us be their ~eward.
wrapped in the sincer,i garb of a
minister of Christ, and endeavors
"THE SECESSI O NI ST S IN
to rob men of their property, we this part of 'Egypt' are growing
feel bound to expose him, that more mild, and many of them have
t hose most Interested may be on abandoned their disunion principt h e watch for him, He Is about 9 Jes, and with the exception of four
Inches over II feet high, slenderly or five of the Southern counties,
m ade, stooped, sunken breast, long our State may be said to be a
visaged, with Roman nose, light unit again secession.
black eyes, dark hair and complex- "The cloud of gloom everhanglng
ion, free spoken, and is :1bout 40 this part of the State, is fast disyears old.-We don't think he has appearing, and we trust the Union
sufficient courage to steal a negro, States may adhere to the principles
but he'll bear watching."
of justice, love, and mercy, and
*
avert the evil with which we have
TO THIS MR. JAMElS WEST been threatened. May God speed
made the following spirited reply the right.
'
in a letter to the editor, written
"It may be gratifying to you to
from Broad Oaks, ' Ill., under date learn that I have no disposition to
of March 22, 1860:
relax my efforts to promote the
"In your editorials of March 9th cause of Christ, and of Liberty and
8.,ld 16th, In Golconda Herald you human elevati_o_n_."_ _ _ __ _...,.~ 1

* * *

* *

YES·T ERDAY'S COLUMN TOLD
of the persecutions inflicted on
James M. West grandfather of
.
'
.
.
President West, of the Umvers1ty
of North Dakota, for giving expression to his
· abolition sent iments in Kentucky and Illinois just before
the opening of
the Civil war.
Kentucky was a
slave state, and,
while
s la v e r y
an Y w h e re was
deplorable, t h e
average con d ition of slaves in
the states in the
northern portion
of the slave territory was muc~
Davie&
better than in the
extreme south. A clipping just received from Mr.s. Davidson, of
Fisher, Minn., gives the text of a
'· sale bill · in which a Kentucky
slave owner during the gold rush
of 1849 offered his personal property for sale. Listed were several
. slaves whom the owner wished to
sell together to one person, as he
would not separate them. In spite
of such efforts to keep together
slave families and little groups, the
enforced breaking up of slave families was of common occurrence.
The text of the announcement,
· which contains some other interesting items, is as follows:

* * *

''HAVING SOLD MY FARM
and leaving for Oregon Territory
by ox team, will offer, March 1,
1849, all my .personal property, to
wit:

"All ox teams except two teams.
Buck and Ben and Tom and Jerry;
2 milk cows; 1 gray mar.e and colt;
1 pair of oxen and yoke; 1 baby
yoke; two ox carts; 1 iron foot of
poplar weather boards; plow with
wood mole board; 800 to 1000 threefoot clapboards; 1500 ten-foot fence
rails; 1 sixty-gallon soap kettle; 85
sugar. troughs, made of white ash
timber; 10 gallons of maple syrup;
2 spinning wheels; 30 pounds of
mutton tallow; 1 large loom, made
by Jerry Wilson; 300 poles; 100
split barr.el hoops; 100 empty barrels; 1 thirty-two gailon barrel of
johnson-Miller whiskey, 7 years
old; 20 gallons of apple brandy; 1
Iforty-gallon copper still, of oak-tan: ned leather; 2 handle hooks; 3
scythes and cradles; 1 dozen wooden pitchforks; one-half interest in
tanyard; 1 thirty-two ·c alibre rifle,
j bullet mold and powder horn, rifle
. made by Ben Miller; 50 gallons of
soft soap; hams, bacon and lard;
t 40 gallons of sorghum molasses; 6
rhead of fox hounds.
"At the same time I will sell my
six Negro slaves-2 men, 35 and
:50 years old; 2 boys, 12 and 18
years old; 2 mullatto wenches, 40
1

and 36 years old. Will sell all together to same party, as will not
separate them~
·
"Terms of sale, cash in hand, or
note to draw 4 per cent interest
with Bob McConnel as surety.
"My home is 2 miles south of
Versaillees, Kentucky, on the McCouns ferry pike. Sale begins at 8
o'clock A.M. Plenty to dr.ink and
eat.''
"J'. L. MOSS."

* * *

FROM K. N. BJORNDAHL OF
Edinburg, North Dakota, I have
received several heads of Thatcher
wheat grown near Melford, in the
Carrot river valley in Saskatche- I
wan. The wheat is a sample of the
crop grown this year on nine acres
which yielded 75 bushels per acre.
The heads are of unusual length,
filled with plump kernels to the
tip. I have no information as to
the method of culture used, but it
may be assumed that the land was
in perfect condition, with cultural
methods about perfect. Obviously
such enormous yields are not to
be expected on a large scale un- •J
less and until varieties of greater
productivity are developed. But the
fact that such a yield is possible I
today under exceptional conditions
gives the progressive farmer a
mark to shoot at.

* * *

A CARD FROM COLONEL
Paul S. Bliss presents a photograph of the famous rammed earth
house erected on the owner's
ranch near Hettinger, North Dakota. For years Colonel Bliss has
been an advocate of the use of
rammed earth for farm buildings, 1
and his experience with his own
house seems to justify. his enthusiasm. He occupied the house this
summer, and he writes that it is
the best house in which he ever
lived.

* * *

TIDS HOUSE WAS BUILT IN
1936, so it has passed through the
test of several seasons. The walls
are surface earth taken from a ·
wheat field, and are 18 inches
thick. The footings and roof being
concrete, the house is entirely fireproof. Stucco is used for outside
finish and plaster within. Rammed
earth differs fr.om adobe in that it
is not mud; when thrown into the
wall-forms the earth is barely
moist. Tamping consolidates it.

* * *

·

MAYOR LAGUARDIA INVITES

the motion picture industry to
move back to New York, where he
says pictures can be made just as
well as in Hollywood. Climate, he
says, ought not to make any diff erence as most pictures are made
indoors, anyway. The New York
Times wonders if the industry in
moving across the continent woul
bring with it the freakishness and
extravagance which has characterized it, or if that is something peculiar to the California climate.

EVERY LITTLE WHILE ONE
reads of the successful use of the
so-called lie detector in some
criminal case. In several such
cases, the accusing record of the
detector has been
followed. by the
accused person's
confession, and
in such cases the
detector is sometimes s a l d to
have
solve d
what e v e r mystery surrounded
the crime. The
theory behind the
use of the detector is that when
the subject utters a falsehood
he will experience an unconsDaviea.
clous nervous reaction, the effect of which will be
shown In increased blood pressure
and other ways beyond the subject's control. The detector records
such impulses, and sudden varlatlons from the normal are supposed
to indicate departures from truth.

"IN THE DIM PRE-HISTORIC
days the principal occupation of
man was fighting. (How times
have changed!!) We may be sure
our savage ancestors used club or
spear with either hand. Probably
continued to do so for thousands
of years. Then one day, a:fter a
particularly bloody battle, a more
observant member of the tribe
noticed that a great number of
men were killed by thrusts near or
into the organ which we later 1
named the heart. Up to this time
no one realized the vital function
and importance of this organ, or
its need of any particular protection. But thanks be to all the gods,
the process of thinking had become
accelerated. He drew the attention
of the warriors to this strange
phenomenon, and suggested that
if some object could be carried to
cover that (left) por.tlon of the
body, they would have greater suecess in battle. A rude shield was
devised, and in the next battl
was astonishingly efficient in reduclng fatalities. Thus, an unnamed man of an unknown race
and time, started us to be right*
handed. To his tribe he was a genIT HAS BEEN ESTABLISHED ius, a hero, and a benefactor of his
to the satisfaction of investigator,s race.
that In most cases falsehood will
*
be followed by erratic tracings on
HE PROBABLY WAS ACthe tape. It has not been shown claimed grand chief, extended his I
that the reactions of some persons tribe's influence over a wide area, I
in telling the truth will not make and lived long in their memory as
equally erratic records. Thus, the a gr.eat warrior and a wise man.
timid, nervous person, perfectly Later, .other tribes adopted the
Innocent of wrong-doing, but with custom, and as civilization and,
• appearances against him, though the arts of peace developed, man
he may answer truthfully, may in thus became more proficient in the
his excitement have reactions slm- use of the "right" hand.
ilar to those of the hardened and
lying criminal. It may be assumed
"TODAY WE HAVE IN OUR
that most confessions made after
•
.
.
the use of the detector have the world, some big chiefs who hkepsychological basis in the belief of wise wish to extend their domain I
the criminal that he is up against and influence. They welld vast
it and may as well confess.
power, and seek to regulate every
*
phase of their subjects lives. They
COMMENTING ON SOME RE- might issue a decree demanding
marks in this column about the er- that every child be taught to _use
ror of an artist In placing a milker both hands. It would make httle
on the wrong side of a cow, J. J. difference to the child, and the exMealy of Reynolds tells of the tra wealth created by this added
printing by the government of a efficiency could be used to wage a
\ five-dollar note on which was a war and carry national culture to
reproduction of the painting "The the _less enlightened! Then, too, a
Landing of the Pilgrims, In which soldier need not be sent home for
the artist had the wind blowing the loss of a few fingers. He could
the wr.ong way. In another case still operate a machine gun and
cited a famous artist has placed throw a hand grenade. The extra
the crescent moon In his picture Y?ar or two in the trenches would
' in a position impossible unless the y1e~d a better r.eturn,, on a dictauniverse were altered. Such Uber- tors war investment.
: ties with the facts are not unusual
tn excellent works of art.
MR. MEALY MAKES AN IN*
teresting argument in support of
PASSING FROM THE SUB- the theory that right-handedness is i
ject of errors in art, Mr. Mealy dis- merely a matter of training the 1
cusses right- and left-handedness naturally ambldexterous child to ~
las follows:
use one hand rather than the oth. "Why are we right - handed? er. But if the child is naturally
Mainly, because we choose to be. ambidexterous, why do so many
1We know that a child left to its children grow up left-handed in
, own devices, ts ambldextr-0us; and spite of all efforts to the contrary
it allowed to follow its natural by parents and teachers? Some aubent, would be able to use either thorities hold that we are right
hand with equal skill. Only when or left-handed because we are
the parent and the tea~her begin born that way. Whether or not that
to impose their educative efforts ls true, it is a. fact that infants at
is the child started on the "right" a very early age display a preferway of doing things. We don't ence for the use of one hand, a
know how many anthropologists fact which may be attributed to
will rally to our support, but here inheritance or to unconscious
is what appears to us to be a. nat- habit. But some such habit exists
ural and logical explanation of the before there is much opportunity
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CLEVELAND AUTHORITIES,those for which he had received
have watched persons on relief , payment.
driving up to headquarters for
their relief checks in automobiles,
IT IS TRUE, AS SENATOR
many of them
Nye said, that this de bate has
new, until they
been unusually free from perhave grown
sonalities. There has been a lot
weary of the
of froth and fustian in it, but
sight. Acting on
aside from a few incidents, such
the theory that
as the attack on Senator Nye and
the person who
Senator Holt's atrocious mimickcan afford to
ing of the president, the debate
buy a new car,
has been kept away above the
or to drive an
averag<:. As to members of conold one only for
gress receiving compensation for
pleasure, is not
public addresses, there is no reain need of public
son to begrudge a man such adrelief, the Cleveditional income, provided he is
land o ff i c ials
Davies.
attending faithfully to his conhave ordered that all persons on gressional duties.
relief who own cars must turn
*
in their license plates unless they THEY HAD AN ELECTION
can show satisfactory reason for in the Ukraine and White Rusthe use of a car. Such a regula- sian sections of old Poland the
tion looks to me like plain com- other day. Those districts have
mon sense.
been seized and are now occupi*
ed by Russia, and the Soviet govEVERYONE KNOWS THAT ernment iS moving as rapidly as
there are families on relief to possible to Bolshevize the terriwhom an automobile is a means tory. The people voted for canof livelihood. By means of it the didates for official positions creathead of the family is able to ed by the government at Mosreach places of employment which cow. The election was conducted
he could not reach otherwise, and according to plans which have
thus, though not employed regu- proven highly successful both in
larly, he is able to earn at least Russia and in Germany. Only
part of the family living. But the names of candidates selected
some things that might now seem by the government were printed
surprising can be done without on the ballots. The voter could
any means of transportation take them or leave them. There
other than a pair of legs. Not were taken, also, the usual prelong ago I saw an old tin din-' cautions against any considerablr,
ner pail, unused for years and number of persons voting again& ,
tucked away in a corner, whose the government selections. The
owner had carried it many miles result of such an election was ,
as he tramped to and from work. easy to foresee. Yet, even unde
When he was fortunate enough those circumstances, about 10 pe.
to have a full day's work it was cent of the voters had the hardifor ten hours, not eight or seven, hood to vote against the governand it was no unusual thing for ment candidates.
One wonders
him to walk a couple of miles to what the result would have been
get on the job by 7 A. M., and if the election had actually been
the work day ended at 6. And free, with voters nominating and
there wasn't any thought ·then voting for candidates of their
that the government should do own choosing, free from fear of
anything about it,
reprisals. An election under a
*
modern dictatorship is a huge
I HAVE
ments on the late Lindbergh ad*
dress, and have heard several THERE WAS AL S O AN
.spoken comments. It has inter- election last week in the Canaested me to note that with only dian province of Quebec.
The
a few exceptions those comments, election was called by the premier
while critical, had in them no of Quebec, who made an issue
trace of animosity. The prevail- of Canadian participation in the
ing feeling seemed to be one of present war. The premier repreregret that a man who had re- sents the anti-British element 1n
mained unspoiled through try!ng the province, an element of
experiences and had won univer- hitherto unknown strength. I•
sal admiration and respect, should was remembered that there was
have made the mistake that he vigorous opposition in Quebec to
made.
participation in the war of 1914*
18, and when a direct issue wa.
IN THE COURSE OF DE- made of the subject in the rebate on the embargo bill some cent campaign the election was .
senator saw fit to censure Sena- regarded with some anxiety betor Nye for accepting money for cause of the possibility that it
speeches, lectures and articles. might indicate a dangerous lack
Senator Nye, speaking briefly in of unity in Canada. The result
r eply, expressed regret that per- must have been a surprise even
.sonalities had been injected into to the members of the dominion I
a debate which until then had government, who hoped for en- ,
been kept on a high plane. He dorsement of their course in de.said that he would not retort in ciding to go along with Great
kind, but he had no apologies to Britain in the war. Instead of a
offer for increasing his income in bare majority, or even a moderthis way. That practice, he said, ate one, the course of the domihad been followed by senators for nion government was endorsed
many years without criticism. As by a majority of three of four
a matter of fact, he said, his to one, and the Quebec premier
free addresses had outnumbered must retire from office.
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THE NE V YORK COURT OF na '\Vas Pekin. The.i. it ecame Pe-1
appeals ;rules that a pedest ·an who king, and a little later Peiping. I
starts to cross a traf 'ic Ii ·ht con- think they have now reverted to
trolled highway with the lights in one of the former names. St. Pehis favor has the tersburg became Petrograd when
right of way ov r Germany and Russia were fighttraffic on that ing each other. Then the Bolshehighway
even viks called it Leningrad because
though
in the they didn't want to perpetuate the
m e an t i m e the name of Czar Peter.. N omes of
traffic Ii g ht s many other Russian cities have
change. The rul- have undergone similar changes.
ing was in a case What once was Persia is now Iran.
brought by a New Christiania in Norway was changed
York City woman back to Oslo, the name which the
who had been in- city had borne centuriies ago. So
jured by a taxi it goes all over the map.
while crossing a
street under the
A LETTER FROM MRS. WI!r
conditions stated. liam Schrier from Holland, Mich.,
She sued for dam- tells of the journeyings of the famages. The taxi ily during the summer, and of the
vie
company alleged beginning of Professor Schrier's
contributory negligence on her part. work at Hope college, at Holland.'
The lower court threw the case out Professor Schrier was for sever a .
and the court of appeals reversed years instructor in public speak
the ruling.
ing at the University of North Da
* *
kota. Mrs. Schrier writes of th
THAT AMBER OR YELLOW beauty of the autumn foliage
light between the red and the green, which is always gorgeous where
which is used in many cities, Grand maples are plentiful, as they are
Forks included, is intended as a in Michigan.
warning that the major signal
*
*
is about to change, and as a means
A
NEWSPAPER
CLIPPING
of providing for the clearance of sent by Mrs. Schrier tells of the
the intersection before cross traf- work that is being done by cities,
fie enters. In actual practice many counties and chambers of comdrivers accept the yellow light as merce in Michigan to improve and
a signal to speed up and hit the l mark "scenic trails," so that the
intersection before the light turns natural beauties of the state may
red.
be more fully appreciated and th it
I
they may be made available bo"h
SURVEYS HAVE BEEN MADE to local people and to the thouto ascertain, if possible, what influ- sands of tourists who visit Michlence bodily structure has on long- gan each year. Such work is ·c onevity. The results are not illumin- structive and exceedingly worth
ating. The report gives certain sta- while.
tistics with refer .J.ce to the age
*
at death of a great number of men,
AUTUMN FOLIAGE IN THE.
tall, short, thin and fat, but so north, and tropical flowers make
many men belonging to each group wonderful color pictures. In adhave died at improper ages that miring them, which eve1ybody does,
the thing is all mixed up. After we sometimes overlook the beauty
looking over the lists I can't fig- that there is right at home. Reure out how long I shall live, so the cently I have seen shots of . two
best thing is to forget it.
scenes taken just before the leaves
* * *
began to fall, one of the Red r,iver
I WISH THOSE FOREIGNER.S taken from the Minnesota point
would mali;;e up their minds what bridge and the other of a tree-lined
names they want to use for per- coulee near Bygland. The pictures
sons and places, so that we could have none of the red and orange
get our geography reasonably set- hues which make many forests
tled. Recently the narne of Siam beautiful, but the combination of
ha been changed into something light and shade, of y~llows, greens
as unspellable and l.pronounce- and ambers, some of' the bit$ beable as the name of t e king of in soft as sepia and some ablaze
· that country ho visite the United in the bri.lliant unligbt, make pieStates a few years ag . Years ago tures that are worth taking and
w learned that the ,o pital of Chi- worth keeping.
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